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by Deborah L. Horton
Future ™3ws

UCF will not publish a 1983 year-book due to editorial problems and
concern that low yearbook sales
would cause Student Government to
lose money, student body President
Tico Perez said.
Perez made the decision to cancel
the annual after both the business
manager and the editor resigned.
Perez said the two yearbook officials
had been having conflicts and that
advertising and yearbook sales were
very low.
"I was skeptical all along and
there was just no interest in the program," Perez said. SG had trouble
giving away yearbooks in 1973, and
the only ye.arbooks since then-in 1980,
1981 and 1982-all lost about $10,000
each, Perez said

•

. The cost of yearbook production
this year would have been $20,000.
SG had to guarantee this amount
and then hope to collect the money
later from ad sales, Perez said. It
will still cost SG some money to
negotiate its way out of the contmct, he added "
•'There will be no way to salvage
this one." he said. "The first
deadline for ad sales is Nov. 1. We
could put together a bad yearbook,
but I don't expect any complaints
(about not having a yearbook).
There's been no interest shown."
Students who purchased a yearbook can receive a refund by bring~
ing their receipts to Perez or the student treasurer, Ash Myers, both of
whom are located in the student
center. Perez said he will have the
students' pictures when contract
negotiations are completed.

Fraternity penalized
for SAE statue theft
by Michael Griffin
Editor In c hief

•

. Crossing the threshold
St. Cloud resident Jerry Crouse crosses the finish line at Saturday's annual
.Threshold Run for the Kids, winning th~ men's division. (See story, page 7)

Proposal says students should
register by GPA, not by class
by Katrina Kersey
Future news

UCF students may be forced to
register solely on ~he basis of their
academic perf9rmance, rather than
class standing, if a new proposal is
adopted by the university.
Dr. Howard Sherwood, a
mathematics professor, presented
his proposal at the September faculty meeting of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The registration time a student
receives would depend entirely on
the registration credit he earned,
Sherwood said. Class standing

' would no longer guarantee priority
registration tim~. ''A student would
earn a priority registration time by
doing well-in comparison to ltjs
peers-in as many classes as possible,'' he said. Also in the proposed
plan, priority registration credit for
a given semester would be earned in
courses taken during the preceding
semester.
According to the proposal, student would receive a "rank" in each
of his classes. These ranks are. t~en
summed to determine the priority
registration credit. The higher the

a

Proposal, page 6

The Interfraternity Council'.s
judicial board took action this week
against Pi Kappa Alpha for the theft
and vandalism of a statue belonging
to a rival fraternity.
The $350 statue, a cement lion,
was stolen Sept. 25 from the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house in Orlando, according to SAE president Ted Valle.
Valle said he immediately
reported the incident to the· Orange
County Sheriff's Department, which
classified it as grand theft.
The lion was recovered the follow.ing evening, when a UCF police officer -spotted three men unloading
the statue from a pick up truck near
the Library, Valle said
The men were held until the
Sheriff's department and Valle
could be contacted.
Valle said he would not press
grand · theft charges against the.
three Pikes, because he ''thought
the matt.er should be handled at the
university." The recovered lion had
been painted gold but was otherwise
unharmed, Valle said. ·
The IFC Judicial Council met
·Monday to consider action against
the Pi Kappa Alpha. The . council
voted to write a let~r of reprimand to
be placed into the fraternity's per-

manent file and to force the Pikes to
pay restitution for damage to the lion.
Also, the fraternity was placed on
a general disciplinary probation.
The probation, in effect until the
end of the spring semester, is a type
of warning, according to council
chairman Rick Estremera.
"If something like this was to happen again, the fraternity could then
be punished severely,'' Estre~era
said.
·
Pike president Scott Bell said the
incident was a fraternity prank
perpetrated by a few members and
"was not sanctioned by the fraternity."
"We have a good reputation here and
we· w:ould not want to jeopardize it,"
Bell said. With more than 100 members, Pi Kappa Alpha is UCF's
largest fraternity.
The names of the three men found
with the lion are being held pending
a meeting today between
Estremera, the three Pikes and Dr.
C. W. Brown, dean of students.
According to Brown, the three
claim they did.not steal the statue but
were caught returning it. "They were
a group trying to make restitution,"
Brown said.
Lion, page 6'

Senate resolution would increase fire protection of PC 102
by Deborah L. Horton
Future news

In its first meeting, the newly elected 15th student senate Tuesday
passed a resolution requesting . in-

creased fire protection in the portable
classroom complex.
8en. Monty Knox not'ed that
PC 102 is not equipped with fire
pulls ·or a fire alarm. The building
has smoke detectors in each room,

but only the police know when the do is to install one fire pull at the seat 7 because of alleged election
·alarm is triggered and from which main exit of the building and an in- violations. The elections commission
terconnect fire alarm as an early denied her contestment because she
room.
"That one or two minutes warning system,'' Knox said.
could not provide proof to support her
Although manual fire pulls and an
(necessary for the police to . arrive
allegations within 48 . hours of suband vacate the building) could be too audible fire alarm are not required mission of the contestment. Schmitz
long if we've got a flash fire in that by the fire prevention statut.e, Knox did not exercise her right to appew to
said the university should install
building,'' Knox said.
the judicial committee.
.: Handicapped students need the them as a safety precaution.
•Student Government is negotiating
extra time to exit in case of an
In other senate action:
with
Bob Dance Dodge to trade in
emergency, he said.
··Mitzi Schmitz contested the runoff two of its older vans for a new van·
"What we want the university to election for the College of Business
that student organizations could use.
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Aristocrat HAIR Designs \At AClance
.

Precision Haircutting To Your Specification

<
'
.b

.@REDl<EN·

.-1

UCF Blvd.

•
CALL 671-4247 (H_!,IR)

r

Salon Prescription Center

Pre.:game feast for Knight fans

-

The next in the series of pre-game parties being sponsored by UCF's Alumni Association will kick off the
Knights' contest with Bethune-Cookman College tomorrow.
A pre-game dinner will be held at Vivaldi's Ristorante,
107 W. Pine St., from 5 to 7 p.m. The game will follow at
the Tangerine Bowl at 7:30 p.m.

· · · . (Waik·lns Welcome TooJ
University Square Shopping c..;enter
(Next to Jewelry Store)
(31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.~

HOURS: Mon. lk Fri. 9-6 - Sat. 9-4
Tu~s. Wed, ~Thurs~ 9-8

•~':ltd: Coilpr111 :R1~1111i

Shop. 11 ·Qlnlril AorN~

Auto fleet seminar to be held

.."LOW PRICES"
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION .
IN UCFAREA

.... .....
-

·1. C11iillll Dr..

Automotive fleet managers are invited to a November
seminar to be conducted by UCF's College of Extended
Studies. The two-day program is designed primarily for
those concerned with passenger vehicle fleets.
The seminar will be directed by Robert G. Edwards, a 40year veteran of the automotive industry, and will begin
Nov. 8 at Howard Johnson's on International Drive.
Topics to be covered include procurement of vehicles, the
utilization and operation of fleets, economics and cost controls, disposition and replacement costs, and a look at
future trends such as mandatory emission controls, safety
programs and energy conservation. The program will offer
~an opportunity for the exchange of ideas among participants, and between p~ticipants and the director.
To register for the automotive fleet management seminar,
call the College of Extended Studies, at X-2123. The fee is
$195 for the two days, which covers coffee breaks and all
course materials.

.......

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS ·

·uo CllflN St.

-

' ""'""

·-

~

-- CMD
-- .•-

VlfA.
. - '··

~

(0....... ,.,,.,.....) ~
ltl-9117

12309 E. Colonial Drive

...
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Apply to be a Who's Who

"You really

hav:'t~~~'f:talian

Food until you try

Applications for Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities are available in Student Affairs Suite, Ad
282. The deadline for applying is Wednesday.

us::~

Progressive Alliance to meet

-..:.::- lii:ioil ,,_,.,.__ ....,,................ ""111 ~
._..~~"'10%Discount with

l.D.
Bread Baked-on Premises

rtJ0:.a."!I~.._~~

·r---------------m•w~----------------------------~---~

!NO HERPES.. J'M OK! LA~~~s
\

TOO!

®

S,M,L,XL

.

ON:~'::: =TEI

Y0 U Can 't Be Sure
·
thout
a
Shi
rt'•
·
W1

$4.50 EA.

i
:

This quality Hanes T-Shirt, ~ i
made of 50% cotton and 50% :
dacron, is a great way to let the'
worldknowyou'reOK. Send
your name and address. Circle
the color and size. Mail this
coupon with $9.50 + .50 for
mailing to CIA Productions,
Box 8814. Orlando, FL32806.

.

•Allow 6 weeks for delivery.
•10% discount for 50 .or more ordered
atone tune

~----------------------------------------------~----~

8 GAME TOKENS $1
To Ploy Your Favorite Video Gomes
Over 40 To Choose From At

GRAND PRIX ARCADE & RACEWAY
HWY 436 CASSELBERRY
ONE COUPON PER PERSON, MUST SHOW UCF 1.D.
COUPON GOOD THROUGH 10/23/82

The Progressive Alliance will hold an organizational
meeting on Wednesday. The Alliance is concerned with
issues ranging from 'El Salvador and ecology to military
spending and racism.
This year, the Alliance will present a number of films
and speakers. A tape library covering a variety of topics
has also been develaped. Debra Mitchell, president of the
organization, will be the featured speaker for the first portion of the meeting.
The second portion will feature a presentation by a UCF
mathematics professor on the growing nuclear freeze
movement.
The meeting starts at 3 p.m. in HFA 129. All interested
students, faculty and staff are invited to attend. For any
further information call Joe at 275-6842.

ODK accepting applications
Nomination forms for membership in Omicron Delta
a National Leadership Honor Society, are
available at ADM 282 and the SC main desk. Juniors, .
seniors and graduate students wlio have demonstrated
leadership in university life and who are in the upper 35 percent of their college are eligible to apply.
~appa,

Wednesday is

pr~-law

day

The Ninth Annual UCF Pre-Law Day will be held
Wednesday beginning at 11 a.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium. Representatives from nine law schools will
be present to explain their programs and answer questions. The schools to be represented are the University of
Florida, ·Florida State University, Nova, Stetson, Emory,
Mercer, University of Georgia, Cumberland and
Washington University at St. Louis.
Sign-up sheets will be circulated during the morning
session for students to reserve time to interview with the
schools during the afternoon session. The program is open
to all UCF students, as well as individuals in the community.

•

..
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ROAD RALLY
SATURDAY OCT. 16
9:00AM .
AT LAKE CLAIRE(
REG.ISTRATION AT
. SC MAl.N DESK
_... $1.00 PER .PERSON
DRAFT
'HOUSE

ONE MAN
·. SHOW'
I

l

I

OCT.12TUESDAY
8:00 PM SCA

__ ____

•

Midnight
Oct. 15
SCA

LOST&FOUND
AUCTION

I~(;! GI 1g~~

12:00 NOON SC.PATIO

-~~Ml
Oct. 15 & 17 8:30pm SC AUD

Oct. 20

MONDAY, OCT.11

8:30 PM SC Aud

CF
FM
89.9

RADIO SPECIALS THIS WEEK
• Tomorrow Night, 7:00 PM, Fighting Knights vs 8-CC at T·Bowl Sunday, 11 :00 AM, Cleveland Orchestra Pops
Sunday, 12 Noon, Broadway At Show Time, Flower-Drum Song
Sunday, 4-6:00 PM, Golden Era of the Big Bands
Sunday, 6-8 PM, Jazz Page, wlth Orlando's Nathan Page
Sunday, 9:00-11 :00 PM, Golden Oldies with Dave Westerman
Sunday, 11 PM-1 AM, New Wave with Mike Mangan
Tuesday, 3:45-6 PM, Men's Soccer-UGF vs South Florida
Wednesday, 11 PM-1 AM, Hot Wax with Mike Zarek . ·
•funded by Red Lobster Inns of America

· i~:~ Pt.4ctM~~=:I~~~;

WIDE SCREEN
.CABLE TV

'.~. ~-4t~:."Jtl. ,: '·

MONDAY
Monday Night NON-Football
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25¢ Hof Dogs
9till Midnight
ALSO ...
TUESDAY
Newest Video Games
Ladies Night
Draft Beer/Wine ·
St. Pauli Girl $1.00
Pool Tables
Wine60¢

-,">.·,'·

THURSDAY

,<."/

Heineken Night
$1.00 Bottle

SATURDAY
Happy Hour - Colleg·e Football
11 AMto7PM
25¢ Hot Dogs

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

Happy Hour 12 noon til ·7

Stroh's Night
75¢ Per Bottle

Busch $2.50 Pitct)er
Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail

273-2461

Page 4
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Red Cross: Ready
{or a iiew century.

THE HAIR SHOP
.Precision Style Cµt $7 .00

~

Full Service Salt>n

Walk-In-S Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr. (Winn- Dixie Center)
.lJNION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE:

College ireshmen,
sophomores, and juniors; senior (OC).

SOFT

CONTACT

.

LENSES

.5

59

.

.

-

-\~_, EXTENDED~

.

WEAR SOFT
-~~--- · CONTACT

LENSES

$169.
OFFER ENDS 10.16-82

. COMPUTERIZED EYE EXAMS.
ARE AVAILABL_E AT THE EYECARE
CENTER BY APPOINTMENT 6 DAYS

A WEEK.

896-2171

1831 E. COLONIAL DR.
•
1831 E. COLONIAL DR.
ORLANDO: FLA.

U.S. MARINE CORPS
Platoon-Leaders Class
(PLC)

ORLANDO - -~·

MON.-FRI. 9:30-5:30 SAT. 9:00-.1:00

'

PRE-COMMISSIONING TRAINING:
Two six week sessions during two summer vaca-tj,ons.
TRAINING LOCATION: Marine Corps
Base, Quantico VA.
ON-CAMPUS TRAINING: None.
EDUCATION REQUIREMENT: Must be
enrolled in college a_s a full time student.
DATE OF COMMISSIONING: All PLC'S
will be commissioned Second Lieutenants
immediately after college graduation.
STARTING PAY: Up to$1B,7oo.ooannually.
SOME OF THE OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS BEING OFFERED ARE:
· Military Intelligence Officer
Military Police Officer
Air Traffic Control Officer
Disbursing Officer
Supply Officer
Avionics Officer
Data Systems Officer
Tank Officer
Marine Flight Offficer
Communications Officer · ·
Engineer Officer
Public Affairs Officer
SEE CAPTAINS T.A. TOBERTS AND S.B. DONNELL
at the College of Engineering between 9am and 3pm Oct 11-14 or
for more information call 420-6087 or 420-6089.

.
KEN NY LOGGINS
HIGH ADVENTURE

including:
0on·1 Fight h / Heartllght/ Heart To Hear1
Only A Miracle/I Gotta Try

- BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
NEBRASKA

including: .
Johnny 99/State Trooper
Open All Night/Atlantic City
Reason To Believe

'l'llE CtASll
c:mmA·r nocn

MENATWORK
BUSINESS AS USUAL
including :
Who Can It Be Now?IDown Under
People Just Love To Play With Words
Be Good Johnny/ Down By The Sea

Columbia

Jive/ Arista

EMl·Amerlca

October 31~
present a valid Student l.D..and get $1.00 off any album or
cassette in stock regularly priced $7.99 or more. No limit!

STUDENT l.D. SAVINGS! Now through

Orlando Fashion Sciuare

~

894-2544

Altamonte Mall
831-2166
· Offer Good Through October 18, 1982

We Bring Entertainment to Life!

• z IJ

400020-092
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Many .faiths battle .·modern crises ·
The ministry
The United Campus Ministry
at UCF represents the Methodist,
Baptist, Catholic, Lutheran,
Jewish, and Presbyterian f8iths,
as well as the Church _of Christ
and Friends. Approximately
250-300 students are involved
weekly in the activities.
"We try to offer a cafeteria
style program to the students,"
said the Rev. Hal Burke, one of
the three full time ministers on
campus. "That is, any student can ·
choose as much or as little involvement as they wish from our
varied activities."
All the denominations have
ministers avfillable for counseling
by appointment. A typical counseling session might be a couple
planning to get married or a
married couple with difficulties.
Personal problems ranging from
the loneliness of a freshman's
college adjustment to decisionmaking problems such as whether
to pledge a sorority or fraternity
are handled by all the ministers.
A great deal of pressure is on the
. student today," states the Rev.
Pat Pawers, the Catholic of · the
UCM, "and some are responding
by alcohol . and drug addiction.
Marijuana use is widespread, and
this bothers some students who
come to me. I've aiso counseled a
few students for cocaine use.''
Some goals expressed for the
Campus Ministry are more
availability to the greater university scene and participation to a
fuller extent in the student
programs.

•

•

do not mean going up and asking
them whether or not they are
saved. But I do mean getting to
know them, finding out their needs
and concerns and-then, where ap-

propriate, sharing our faith and
spiritual struggles with them.''
UCM is composed of · four .
student groups: the Baptist Campus Ministry, led by the Rev. Hal

Burke; the Jewish Student Union;
the Newman Club, led by Father
Pat Powers; and the Wesley Foundation, a United Methodist
organization.
Though separation of church and
state are provided for in the Constitution, UCM is located at a
governmentally supported institution. Gibbs said UCM has not ·
felt hindered because of it.
"There is an openness on a public
campus that allows us to have an
ecumenical_ ministry," Gibbs
· stated. "We have felt no restrictions or obstacles to our ministry
at all here at UCF.
"If I was ministering at my own
denominational college, at a
Methodist school, I might feel
more outward support and direct
help from the administration, but I
do not expect that here, and feel
that it would be unfair if it happened.''
Currently, UCM plans to participate in a World Hunger observance. Oxfam America, a world
hunger relid agency, sponsors a
fast annually for a World Harvest
the week before Thanksgiving.

COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
IT'S ONLY
AS GOODAS THE
STATE OF THE ARTIST.

Its director
The man said he spends his life
''bringing people back together
with one another and witQ God."
He calls it "reconciliation," a
process directed by an open mind
and an open heart.
The Rev. Robert Gibbs, 33,
director of the United · Campus
Ministry at UCF, describes reconciliation as his job, his ministry, his
purpose as one of God's children.
Gibbs, a graduate of Candler
School of Theology at Emory
University, came to UCF in June
1979 after serving as an associate
minister at the First United
Methotiist Church of Ocala. He
currently directs UCM, representing UCM at campus functions and
presiding at UCM meetings.
But those are just titles. Gibbs
ministry lies more in meeting
people right where they are.
Because UCM is an ecumenical
organization (directed toward
several faiths), Gibbs said specific
programs of evangelism are not
sponsored. To reach out to nonbelievers and to encourage
fellowship, UCM, particularly the
Baptist Campus Ministry, sponsors evangelical speakers and concerts by musical groups and drama
groups who have evangelistic emphases.
. "I feel our most significant and
successful evangelism is what we
do one-on-one with students,
fa~ty and staff," Gibbs said. "I

training and the
A t Standard Oil
support needed to
Company of California,
advance quickly to
we view our data
increasingly responprocessing people as
sible
assignments. Our
innovators, dedicated
horizons are expanding so quickly that, today,
to the art of technological app}ication.
talented people can reach high technical or
We know that maintaining state-of-the-art
management levels faster than ever before.
technology depends on self- motivated
That is the state of the computer profesindividuals striving for excellence, not merely
sional at Standard Oil Company of California.
functioning as trained technicians. They come
Computer Services operates in four locafrom many fields of expertise, including
tions in the San Francisco Bay Area: San Francisco
engineering, science, business administration
(Corporate Headquarters), Richmond (East
and computer science. Each contributes a
Bay), Concord (near Mt. Diablo), and in the
special insight or talent for organization,
San Ramon Valley, our ne~est facility (still
communication and problem solving that
under construction)
improves and
offering attractive and
maintains our intricate
convenient
housing
information network
nearby.
'When you step
We think that our
on board with our
computer technology
Computer Services
offers a stimulatDepartment, you will
ing and rewarding '
immediately be
and
environment,
assign.e d to a project
Please contact your Placement Office
we invite you to
that matches your
to schedule an interview.
consider joining
experience and skills
our progressive
level. You 'II receive
Chevron
staff.
continuous on-the-job

WE'llBE
ON YOUR CAMPUS
OCTOBER 7-8.

===

Standard Oil Company
of California

Computer ServlcH Department

We are an equal opponunity,
affirmative aaion employer.
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.UCF men featured on 1983 calendar
by Linda Loental
Future news·

UCF's own chaste version of a · 1 deadline. Each was required to
m,ale pi~-up calendar will be on sale send in a photo and application,
· complete with name, age,. college
Nov. 29.
The fourteen men selected to be status, height, weight, hair and eye
"Men of UCF" calendar models
'mlor and general areas of interest. ' ·
be announced Sunday.
A 21-member all-female committee, including a 'representative from
"These guys are so hot they
each sorority, Future photographer,
sizzle,'' said Diana. Norberto, the
Popular .Entertainment Committee Eileen Samelson, and a UCF staff
member, ·-have judged .the entries
member who presented the plan for
and pared the original 112 entries
the calendar.
down to 30. These men will be given
a personal interview by the commit :
"I got the initial idea from "PM tee before the qnal selection is made.
Magazine" and thought it would go
over well at UCF," Norberto said.
The 14 finalists will be featured,
An abundance of "handsome either one or two each month, in
young gents" responded to the Oct. - ·poses and ~cenes ranging from tux-

will

edoed party-goer to baseball player
to cowboy. The cover model will also
be featured in an 11-by-17-inch
centerfold, which will be a Florida
beach scene. A short biography of
. each model will appear under his picture, .stating his general areas of in· terest and preference in females.
Two hlindred and fifty calendars
have been pr&sold to the sororities
. at $2 each: and additional calendars
will be on sale to the general student
body after publication.
The calendar's official sponsor is
Stroh's Beer. Advertising credits
will also be given to Bassett Sportsw:ear and Beasley's Tuxedo.

P~oposar------------------------frompage1
total, the earlier the registration
time.
A student's rank equals thr
number of students receiving a
lower final grade divided by the
total number of students in . the
course, Sherwood explained.
Sherwood said he devised the proposal after observing the frustration
of students who were unable to get
into courses at registration. The proposal makes registra~ion something
of a scholarship for students who
perform well, he said.
The plan would replace the current
procedure' which gives priority first
on the basis of class standing and
then on grade point average.
Dr. Ralph Llewellyn, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, said

the plan "definitely bears further
serious consideration. A lot of people are interested in some features of
the plan," Llewellyn said. Thus far,
the plan is being informally reviewed by UCF faculty and ad·m inistrators.
- ·
Dr. Frank Juge, assistant vice
president of Academic Affairs, said
he favors the concept of rewarding
better students but he believes the
plan will have to be studied closely
to see if it is manageable.
]faculty members gave the plan
mixed reviews, with many calling it
complicated. Dr. Raymond Buchanan, chairman of the communication
department, said the plan might be
~·too complex to be workable.''

Dr. Gary Holten, chairman of the
Public Services Administration
department, said, "I don't . see
meGhanically how they can do it."
He noted that the university's attempts to move the registration
period back to the end of the
preceding semester wouldn~t be
possible if grades from that
semester had to be tabulated first.
In addition, the plan · might
discriminate against part-time
students since the priority number
is determined, in part, by the
number of hours taken, he said.

Holten' said the plan "fiddles with
the symptoms not the disease," in
that the plan doesn't deal with the
real problem of not having enough
sections of classes available.
On the other hand, Dr. Joby Anthony, chairman of the mathematics
and statistics department, said it's
"basically a good idea" to give
registration priority to those who've ·
done well academically.
Psycho~ogy department chairman
Dr. Richard Tucker said he found
the idea of class rank within a particular class "interesting."

a

Lion---------------frompage1
However, some charges will come
out of the meeting, Brown said.
"We may have formal charges

·~UTURE Management Position Available

against other stud~nts or these
students, depending on how proquctive the meeting is," Brown said.

BUSINESS MANAGER

Duties: Directly responsible for financial Ma·n agem·ent of weekly campus newspaper, including the raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll,
and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production and staff of student salesmen
and make-up personnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor in .chief and serves as a member
of the university's Board of Publications. Salary is $50.00 per week plus 1 percent of all sales
·
commissions.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of 2.0 grade-point average·at UCF, be at least a
seco~d semester freshman, and must have been enrolled full time at the university since at
least the fall semester of 1981. Candidates must show th_ier experience and/or academic
achievement in business management.
Application: Applications are available in the FUTURE business office, phone 275-2865. Com- ·
pleted applications must be received by midnight, Friday, October 15, 1982.
·

BIOLOGY PHYSICS
,CHEMISTRY:
MATRE~TICS

ENGINEERING
.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
.

~you are working towards. or currently hold o qegree in one of these/
fiel_ds, the Navy is offering immediate scholarships or job q:enings fff
top academic performers. U.S. citizens to age 27 and must hove
minimum GPA of 3.0. One year of calculus and one year of physics isalso required . For more information on qualifications and salaries;
tocword tro~scripts and resumes to:

NUPOC (Code 70)
3974 Woodcock Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32207

NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

ORIGINAL
THINKING·
In the age of information technology, a company
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annua.lly and whose
products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communicatjon .:__ is making original thinking ·a realfty
for their new grad~ates.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October 19th
- Electrical and Ghemical Engineering, Electronic
Engineering Technology, Computer Science,
Physics, Material Science and Technical Sales
CEE, ME, CSJ Majors
!\/lake arrangements at the Placement Office.

l)HARRIS
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M / F/ H/ V

•
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·Threshold Run for kids raisesmorethan $10,000
by David W. Wersinger

Grand Prix circuit and benefited
Threshold Inc. of Orlando. a treatment facility for retarded children.
St. Cloud resident Jerry Crous~
Crouse and Horta battled
outdistanced almost 9()0 other run- throughout most of the race, with
ners Saturday to win the fourth an- Crouse finally taking the lead in the
nual Threshold Run For the Kids, last mile of the course. The two runheld at UCF.
ners were responsible for a
.remarkable 4:35 pace for the first
Crouse, 25, finished the 5,000 mile of the r:ace and 9:30 at the twometer race in 14 minutes and 52 ~ile mark.
seconds, about 50 feet .ahead of
Dick Doµthitt, who has been
second-place finisher Rick Horta, Grand Prix champion for the past
who ran a 14:56. The race was the three years, finished third Saturday
~~st in this year's Track Shack with a clocking of 15 minut:es, 14
Future news

seconds.
Judy Oxford paced the women's
division with a 19:41 to win for the
third time in four years.

. The kiddie run, for children ages
10 and under, attracted 75 young
participants-a :figure that greatly
outnumbers past years.
Brenda Hawley, the race's lone
female wheelchair participant, took
home a trophy in her division.
Hawley finished the race in 30
minutes and ca'me in 591st overall.

The race's profits, which will be
donated to Threshold, surpassed the
original goal of $10,000 and may
total as much as $11,000, according
to race coordinator and psychology
department chairman Dr. Richard
In the team competition, UCF's
Tucker.
.
women's basketball team edged out
But the Run for the Kids was a the Lady Knight volleyball t:eam,
success in more ways than in dollars although each made an impressive
and cents.
finish.

Candidates will debate in new luncheon series

•

by Matthew Sasso
Future news

The Career Service Staff Council
will host a series of luncheons for
candidates from the Florida Senate
and House of Representatives beW,nning Tuesday.
Twenty contenders for office are
expected to take part in the noon. time gatherings, which will be held
for three weeks at the University
Club.
Marti Lyons, who heads the
legislative liaison committee, invit:es
anel urges students and taculty
members to attend the biweekly luncheons . .

The series will begin with appearances by incumbent state
senators Toni Jennings and John
VCJgt, and their Nov. 2 opponents,
state representatives- Jason Steele
and Bob Hattaway.
On Thursday, guests will include
Troy Piland and Carl Selph, who are
contending for new House Seat 34,
incumbent Tom Drage, 'Jr., and his
opponent for House Seat 36, Glenn
Turner.
Each of the candidates will be
given three to five minutes to present their stands on current issues.
Theii presentations will be followed
by question and answer sessions.
The series will continue with an
appearance by Art Grindle, who is

The last session will be held on
Oet. 26 when House District 40 con-·
tender Carolyn Ann Winston, House
District 41 incumbent Daniel
House District 37 incumbent Rich Webster and his opponent, Craig
Crotty and his opponent, Karl Crawford, will appear.

We All Have Dreams. Here's To Those
Who Want .Theirs Off The Ground...
COME FLY WITH US AT

FL YING SEMINOLE RANCH~
•Alrplane&GllderRides
~ _,·

WEOFFER:

Weekday Discount On Glider Rentals .

For Information Call 365-3201

We've got you covered!

(3 Miles East Of Oviedo On Hwy. 419 South}

••
••
•••
••
•••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
: FREE ADMISSION . : ·
•
••
:• AFTER UCF GAME :.
•

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
11AMto7PM
2-FOR-1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS
MONDAY

•

: WITH STUDENT

.

eSl.OONIGHT
$1.00 MIX DRINKS,
BEER,
FROZEN
. MARGARITAS
2NEWWAVEBANDS
TUESDAY••••••••••
•i>rink or Drown

•

OR~ANOO,

Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Ca.n Drink!

WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
e NICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
5 ¢FOR DRAFT BEE~
50 ¢
FOR
MIXED
DRINKS
THURSDAY-a••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies

SUNDAY••••••••••••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
2 For 1 Drinks
$ l Off Pitchers

:"

.

••
••
•
- • I.D.
••
•••
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
•••
•
••

8PMto 12 PM
•

~-

•.Rental
•Instruction

Read it in the Future

•

Watts, will be appearing on Oct. 21
with Dianne Pilcher and Lou Whitten, both contenders for House
District 39.

known for his wheel ranch television
commercials. Grindle and Bettye'
Smith are· both running for House
District 35. They will be appearing
on Oct. 19, along with House
District 38 incumbent Bruce
McEwan and his opponent Jerry
Lyons.

f LA.

UPCOMING CONCERTS

ROCKTOBERFEST '82 Oct. 18 - 24

'Featuring:
-.
12 Outrageous Smoldn' Rock Acts in a Competitive Rock Showea11
Wet T-Shlrt Conlelt
Beer Drinking Conlelt
Air Band Conlelt
Week
Beer and Liquor Specials
TAMPA BAY BUCS SPECIAL$25.00 COVERS ~us, FOOD AND TICKET.

Li'

... TICKETS AVAILA,BLE SOON ...
'·'r"

.

a " r

..
t

t

. I
"

:.:. .. ::

........ ................................................................... .
~
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'C ONGRATULATIONS NEW
STUDENT
SENATORS
Business Adndnistratlon Edueation

- Arts & Selenees
Dave Kiser
Cindy Spraker
Luci Johnson
Bill Hardman
Carlos Payas
Kevin Dickey
Pat Stanton
Monty Knox
Richard Possien
Tim Skaggs
Stan Halbert

KathleenJo~nson

Richard Fish
Thakor Cheetra
Sheri Harriman
Mike Nesheim
.Wayne Hall
Dorothy Raymond
Raul Lopez
AtLarge
MarkGeary
Jeff Adair
Wayne Tackman
Robert Burkett

Health
Gena Middleton
Sandra Roosevelt

JanetBush ,
Rob Rotter
Mike.Messina
Engineering
Sam Joseph
Cary Peaden
Keith Britton
Mary MacArthur
Robert Wolf
Steve Gizinski
Liberal Studies
CarlZeak

Centralized
Serviees
.
.
.

275-2060

S.C.Rm.206
Movie Tlekets

S.G.Prlee
82.50

Eastern Federal
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2
Wometco
Park East & West
Interstate 6
General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square
Dinner Theatres
Once Upon A Stage
·-Theatre On Park
Area Attraetlons
Daisy's Basement :
Disney World
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission
Silver Springs

Busch Gardens

Reg.Adm.
84.00

Your Savings
8~.50

(All Movie Tickets)

.

. 813.00
814.25
82.50
811.50·
89.50
83.25
86.50(A)
84.75(C)
89.50 .

815.00
815.95

82.00
81.70

84.00
813.25
810.75
84.75
87.25
85.50
811.75

81.50
81.75
81.25
81.50
81.25
8.75
82.25

East-West Expressway (10 tlekets) 82.00
Photo Flhn Developing (see Centralhed Servlees priee list)
Rosi~ O'Grady's Passes 1k Prl~e Annual Membership

•

.,
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Fragments of disorder

Marcus Rees-Roberts

A sample of prints in the UCF Gallery

•

Scottish a-rtist presents viewer with unusual style
by Larry Thompson
Entertainment editor

•

media. "I want to take it to pieces... and ridicule
it, " he said.

The business of art all too often deals with
immediate pleasurable gratification; a sense of
"I'm not quite sure what it is but it will look
good hanging in the den.'' Even more depressing
is that the business of art is tantamount to gross
sales profit.

A thoughtful, deliberate artist, Rees-Roberts
seeks to involve the Viewer with creations that
require more than a slight degree of thought. "I
want you (the viewer) to be challenged by it,"
he said. "I want them (the prints) to be studied."

Fortunately, there still exists a breed of artist
who opts for the creative premise of "significance ·
through expression" rather than "profits from
degradation." Marcus Rees-Roberts is such an
artist.
·

Unlike most prints, which Rees-Roberts said
"are sold as cheap art that will match the curtains (and) wallpaper" in someone's home, his
etchings tend to frustrate the viewer's sense of
order by "constantly bre~g it up."

Rees-Roberts, a 31-year-old riative of Farnham,
England, is currently on the faculty of the UCF
art department as part of the visiting artist exchange program.
Following his undergraduate studies in
English at Cambridge, Rees-Roberts concluded
his post-graduate work at The Slade in London,
where he was an assistant lecturer for two years.
He then went to Edinburgh, Scotland, where he .
became an art lecturer at the Edinburgh College
of Art. Currently, his works are featured in the U~F .Gallery.

Rees-Roberts explained that often in Europe a
particular artistic style will becom~ popular and
receive prominent coverage in periodicals
throughout the art community. What then
follows is that many art students will begin
imitatingt he form that is in vogue. ·
"It's terrible that a gallery owner can dictate
the style of a future generation," Rees-Roberts
said. "Unless you sell, you don't get gallery
space. One has to be cynical about the whole
business. Galleries dictate the creation of art."

The theme of his etchings is one of controlled
disorder. He explained that the prints are really a
satire of European criticism found in various

But Rees-Roberts remains optimistic. He
plans to continue his printmaking and possibly
present an exhibition in Tampa in· the near
future.

He described the format of his prints as a
broken, fragmented surface superimposed over a
"dark, still current;" much the way a pebble
tossed into a stream shatters the surface ·plane,
yet the undercurrent remains constant.
In his UCF exhibition, Rees-Roberts has
presented. his works in a series of more than 45
prints. He stresses the theme of solemnity; an
underlying expression that moves in a coherent
fashion toward a ''gradual darkening.''
In realizing his abstract concept in the
medium, Rees-Roberts approaches the physical
design as so many puzzle pieces randomly
strewn on the mattes. "Any intellectual idea is
simply secondary," he said. He strives for "a
sense of progression to suffuse through it," but
the viewer is left to draw his own conclusions.
While at UCF, Rees-Roberts is teaching
classes in drawing and etching before he returns
to Edinburgh in May 1983. But his artistic ur6e
continues. "There's so much at work in one's
mind," he said, referring to his revelation of that
"certain darkness" which lies beneath the sur- .
face of his fractured images.

The "Marcus Rees-Roberts Exhibition" is on
display through Oct. 13 in the UCF Gallery in
· the F?ne Arts Building (FA 305): The Gallery is
open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m.

Oktoberfest!
•

,

.P

h

Deutschland celebrates traditional party

0

t

•

The British have their tea, the Irish have their whiskey, and the French
have their wine. But the Germans have their beer--and lots of it.
·
There is no better time to enjoy the excessive imbibement and frivolity
than at the yearly bacchanal known as Oktoberfest. Each year more than
! one million people visit the B~varian capital of Munich to sample the best in
German beer, food and fun.
.
The Oktoberfest, though its name implies that it occurs in October, actually begins in mid-September when the weather is more favorable. The
celebration commemorates the marriage of King Ludwig I to Theresa in
1810. After the marriage, the German people held a large party in honor
of the event. And with the Germans' love for beer and their admiration
for the king, the celebration became an annual affair.
The pageantry of the festival is known worldwide--the parade through
Munich, the powerful draft horses pulling the keg-filled beer wagons, the
native costumes and the traditional tapping of the first keg by the
·burgomeister (mayor).
·
Oktoberfest is much like an American county fair with carnival rides,
cabarets, lively bands and the ever-present waitresses ~gas many as
six one-liter mugs of frothy beer.
i
For those who may be getting into the spirit of Oktoberfest, several ·
Americanized versions are bei.Ilg offered at various locations such as Silver
Springs, the Orlando Hyatt hotel and the Student Center cafeteria on Oct.
13 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Or, you may want to have your own party. Just get
a few pounds of weinerschnitzel, some sauerkraut and several kegs of German beer. As they say in German, "Prost!"

••

0

s
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scapes. Director of photography to hold the movie together with his
Fred J. Koenekamp does an excellent credible performance.
Still, however, moviegoers are left
job of capturing .the countrysides of
Italy and the United States.
. wondering what is going to become of
Giorgio and Pamela's doomed love. In
Another element that saved the one scene Fini tells Pamela, "The last
movie was the acting. Pavarotti's thing I shall sing is 'I shall conquer'
portrayal is relaxed and his outgoing and I shall." Conquering may have
personality in~iltrates the movie. been the last words Fini sang, but he
Veteran actor Eddie Albert also helps sure didn't live up to them.
.
.
At the theater

'King and I' a lively winner
The sets for the production are intricate,
solid and put together well.
Futu re staff
The costumes too, are elaborate,
Once Upon a Stage dinner theater colorful and stylish.
at Edgewater Drive anc;i Par Avenue
The part of Anna is played by
is currently presenting Roger's and
Hammerstein's musical, "The King Jeannie Westwood who personifies
And I." For someone who usually a well-mannered, proper Victorian
attends movies, this live production schoolteacher. Her ability to show
strength and sensitivity in a difis a most pleasant experience.
ficult role combined with her
This three"act story of an oriental beautiful voice keeps her the focus
king who · hires a British of attention.
Ray Michel plays the King of
schoolteacher to teach the royal
children is comical, enlightening, Siam. Michel has had_m~y leading
. moving and just downright enter- r oles in popular New York productions. In "The King And I," Michel
taining.
does a fine job portraying· a:n
The most refreshing aspect of a egotistical king who is torn between
play is listening to the actors' voices doing what is right and maintaining
· his stubborn- pride.
live as opposed to Dolby stereo.
·"The King And I" is presented
One of the principals, Tuptim
(played by Mary Grace Gordon), nightly except Mondays. Tickets are
sings with a voice that swells in . $15.75 on week nights and slightly
higher on weekends. Though this
power an:d fills the theater.
price
may seem a little steep for
"The King And I" features such
students,
consider the cost of going
memorable· songs as "I Whistle a
out
for
a
pizza and a movie. "The
Happy Tune," "Hello, Young
King
And
I" at Once Upon a Stage
Lovers," "Getting To Know You"
is a bargain.
and many others.
by Mike West

Kathryn Harrold and Luciano Pavarotti
'·

"

At·the movies

Love, opera ~nd rhissing humor
deficit of comedy. It appears that the
writer couldn't decide whether or not
. to be funny. What little comedy is in"Yes, Giorgio" is a movie volved is slapstick.
"dedicated to lovers everywhere." If · As the story urifolds, Giorgio Fini, a
.you are a love story addict and an world famous opera singer, has
opera fan, then "Yes, Giorgio" is just delayed his tour of America to sing at
the film for you. It also helps if you · a friend's wedding. The scene quickly
are not bothered by subtitle shifts to Boston where Fini, portrayed
shenanigans-a large portion of the by Luciano Pavarotti, has a ''crisis of
dialogue is in Italian. But if you don't the voice.' ' Hence the lovely heroine,
like the opera, the overall effect is one Dr. Pamela Taylor (Kathryn Harrold),
massive headache.
saves his voice. Then begins the
"Y~s, Giorgio" is described as being typical boy-falls-for-girl-but-girl-plays"a story filled with high-spirited fun, hard-to-get storyline.
One of the saving graces of "Yes,
comedy and romance." Comedy?
Romance? Despite a few inferences to Giorgio" is the very beautiful scenery.
romance, nothing spectacular hap- No matter how bad the storyline is, it
pens and there seems to be a large is difficult to criticize beautiful landby Brenda Craft
Future staff

FASHION SQUARE

SPIRITS

Enjoy.your favorites:
+,Coektails
-~Naehos

~.Cheese Fingers

*·P~tato .Skins
HAPPY HOUR
''2 for 11''
nightly from 9p. m. to midnig~t
cc3 for _1 " WEDNE_SDA Y~ 5-~p_.m_.__

Fashion
Square
Mall

between Burdines and Robinsons

•
•

photography, announces a new
exhibition, "RE: FOCUS,"
which opens tonight at 7 p.m.
The Gallery is located upstairs
in the Creative Art Gallery, 324 N.
~ark Ave., Winter Park.

•••

rm

BLOUSES
farnous brands
exciting colors!!
great values!

CORDS
most popular
colors ___ designer
pockets _______ _
values to S27.

The UCF Woodwind Quintet
· will present a concert tonight" in
the Music Rehearsal Hall at 8
p.m. Performing will be: Steven
Owens (clarinet); Susan McQuinn
(flute); Janet :Mascaro (oboe); Cynthia Curtis (bassoon); and Arnold
Mascaro (French horn). Pianist
Gary Wolf will join the group for
the Poulenc ''Sextet for Woodwind
Quintet and Piano."

$7

sa·10
CASUAL SLACKS
several styles
man~ colors ·
save! :

sa·tO
DRESS SUCKS
manl col ors ·
mos popular styles
many belted
values to S32.

• ••

An all-Brahms program will be
presented on Oct. 13 at 8 p.m. in
the Music Rehearsal' Hall .
Featured in· the concert will be
Gary Wolf, Arnold Mascaro and
violinist Sabina Micarelli. AdPhotogs
mission for both of these fine
The Focus Photography. Gallery,
presentations is $2, which will
<;;entral Florida's oldest gallery
benefit the UCF Music Scholar·
dedicated, ~xclusively to
· shipFund . .

~

_WIN A

ON 1 HE FABULOUS

i.;;~u1s&
* ~ EA E~CAPE *·
. TWO..
depart ng da1~ from p C
Fj)R

,.•

_.·-- ~

\._QUALITY- INN

·~· . - UNIVE:RSITY J, 11731 E. Colonial Drive~'
·
•CHI ROOM•

*

•CASH
.:.
• Y-IS~· M~TER ~HAR GE• CHECKS •.,,
.

staorattts

Seven:

Crown

•

$5

S8·1Q

Musical Notes

AMERICAN WHISKEY
. A BLEND

w ~4 o/~/mdU;e bndB
Jnux;(,(, ~ ;fdl-/iwotd

rurd-.t a mace oj',,k,w1-.i
9~wOifl@@ · ·
-ll•O!o,IOlll!OUNOfRUS GDVIRNllEMll\ll'[J1151('11

~-~D RllAl,:,:~~~·f:~~~Oli;SDlllflllJIOll·M""

© 1982 '!lN1.Wtt DISllllfRS CO.. N.YC MIERICM 'MiOO ABLEND 80 PROOf ''&wn-Up·· and '7LP" are trademarks of the Seven-Up Compa!T)'

.

'

N .
, oo la la!
3/'4 ·-sleeves
rainbaw of C6brs

JEANS
many styles
straight &boot
designer pockets
values to S27.

Concertos
• Jethro Tull: Tonight at the
O'Connell Center in Gainesville
and Sunday, at the Bayfront
Center in St. Pete. Tickets are
$11 and are available at the
Fashion Square and Af tamonte
Mall ticket agencies.
• Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh:
J ah, man, dig the groove this
Saturday at the Tampa Jai Alai
Fronton. Tickets are $10.50 and
are available at the Fashion
Square and Altamonte ticket
agencies.
.
e Maynard F~rguson: On, Oct.
12 at the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Centre. Tickets are $10
and$12 (cash only) and are
. available at the Carr Box Office
and all Centroplex outlets.

•

•

'
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2o cn0 OFF

wARNING s1GNs oF s1101E

-/(

Dizziness or unsteadiness
A change in mental abilities
Numbness or weakness in face, arm or leg
Garbled speech or inability to speak
Eye problem - sudden dimness of vision in one
eye OF double vision
·
Recent, severe headaches or change in pattern
of headache
For more information on stroke write Stroke
Council, American Heart Association, Florida
Affiliate, P. 0. Box 42150, St. Petersburg, FL
33742

ALL WICKER BASKETS
WITH COUPON

•

FIBBER MaGEES
FACTORY CLOSEOUT CENTER
-

11247 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, fl 32817

r--------0-A_N_G_E_R_I_______,

(305) 277-7480

1

h Mile West Of Alafaya

.
------------------------------

-

.

$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
and
Stuqents
(w/ID).

679 South East Lake
Lon~wood, FL 32750
. (305) 831-5937
One bh;cl; ~"1U1 or SK ~'J4 on SK

American
Heart
Association

Condominiums Available ·
\

for Rent or Sale!
· Pool, Tennis Courts and Recreational
Center. Convenient to University!
Renting From $275.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ .. . ...._.__._..._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ .. .. _____..._..._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .aom. . .11111111. . . . . .. . .

McMURTRIE REAL ESTATE PARTNERS

74-32

University Blvd.
INC.
University Square Shopping Center
Orlando, Florida 32807
(305) 678·4065

Dlrectiy Across From UCF
NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

LUNCH SPECIAL
Deli Style Sandwiches
· Free Draft With Sandwich

f.i\~ Nancy Kerr

~ Menill Lynch

Mon. Thro Fri. 11:00-3:00

Barnett Plata, 201 South Orange Ave.
P. 0 . Box 3271
Orlando, FL 32802
305-420- 2521
FL Incoming. Wats 1·800-432-6864

RandRHOURS
Mon. Thro Fri. 2:00.:.7:00

50-Draft
22.50 Pitcher

STROH'S NIGHT
. Wed. Night

YOU are welcome at the

85-A Bottle

First Baptist Church

275-3052

Of Oviedo

5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAF AYA TRAIL
William R. Marr, D. Min. ; Pastor

365-3484
Worship 8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45 am

IF YOO LIKE BANKING

·oN THE LAND.IN AIR
ANDgo·'"'whm.dn.
SEA'"~ n ' ;"- ~r1 \ r

MADE EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US

1

Th< '°'""""d of

a·

:

I

th111!! troors requires sharp, cxpcriem:ed
go-anywhere-<lo-anyt hi11g officers. These
arc the kind of people and action you
fiml in today's Army.
If the eonl·ept of split-second decisiveness e:<cites ~'.ou, you'll he excited hy
the list of management training courses
offered througli Army ROTC. When
you are through with Army ROTC,
you'll he ready for go-anywhere-do-any.
thing command.
/\~ a second lieutenant. you're i11
clwrRe! On a specific joh, vou could
hn ve JO to 40 people worki11R for you,
a11d he responsible fl1r several million
dollars worth of complex equipment.

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
·locate·d just minutes from the
U·.C.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
·.t wo CITIZENS ·24 HR automated
tellers.in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.r.M. building. All to ·
make· banking·easy for you.

.

l

!

I:

~

'
The list of management opportunities
available to the Army officer includes
engineering. co11111111nications, data processing and transportation. And. of
course, the even more cha/lenf!in!! posilion.~ of responsihiliry in combat and
comhat support units. All offer oppor!unities for solid leadership experience.
putting you a ~tep ahead in any job
markct-militarv or ci\·ilian .
Make your first step now. See the
Professor of Military Science on your
campus.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Everything you wHI ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at ....

@)

•

ARMY ROTC.
FOR FUTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY
Univer<ily or Crntral Florida
Orlando. Florida 32816

:,airman
."tlLIT ARY SCI ENCE

t

Yq}ABERIENDL Y
1S6 G.ENEVA DRIVE · ~ P.O. emC-729. OVIE,DO, FLORIDA 32765
®

·MEMBERFDIC

(305) 365,-6611

0.putm~nt

(305)275-2430
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Sports week
B-CCteam
viewed as
tough foe

Knights ·
take on
rival B-CC

by Dave Miller
by Lee Lerner·

Future SJ?Orts.

Future sports

Forget that the Knights are 0-4.
Forget that they've lacked any offensive attack so far :this season. These
are of little importance as UCF faces
the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats
tomorrow night in the Tangerine
Bowl.
The fact that the Knights are
winles~ so far this s¢ason and are
without an offensive threat bears
hardly any consequence to the game
tomorrow evening, which has swiftly
become an emotionally charged contest for bragging rights here in Central Florida, according to head Knight
football coach Sammy Weir.
The Knights lost a - close battle
against the Wildcats last year 24-20
in their first meeting. B<X::'s team,
however, by Weir's own admission, is
a much stronger and quicker team.
The Wildcats finished last season
with a 7-4 record and are 4-1 thus far
~his year.
Last week the Wildcats enjoyed a
big 27-24 come-from-behind victory
over Delaware State, pushing them
up to 3,-0 in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference as they bid for that con. ference' s championship. ·
Led offensively by senior quarterback C.B. Collins, the B<X:: attack
should pose an interesting challenge
to the often stingy UCF defense.
. For the Knights, their offensive
meekness looms as the biggest
problem against a strong · Wildcat
defense which has an uncanny ability
to shut down opponents' crucial
scoring drives.

A rivalry will be continued this
Saturday as the· Bethune-Cookman
Wildcats host the fighting Knights
of UCF at the Tangerine Bowl. It
. marks the seeond time the two Cen·
tral Florida football teams have collided.
Last season the Wildcats fought
off a UCF rally for a 24·20 win. But
that was last year and 1982 is providing two teams as · different as
night and day.
Statistically Bethune-Cookman
will enter the T-Bowl as a slower.. and
photo by David Bittle
Defensive players Jerry Nemethy and Mike Sommerfield attempt a block smaller team than last year. The
Wildcats have had to make some adon B-CC's Dennis Daniel's kick in 24-20 loss last year.
justments defensively to replace
quarterback. He is trying to remedy Booker Reese, now playing for the
Despite last week's f<>lll;th consecthe situation with an increased num· Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
utive loss of the season at the hands
Also, the team has a big group of
her of drills in practice. The Knights
of Valdosta State, Weir doesn't
players in comparison with UCF.
have scored only two offensive touchforesee any major shake-ups in the ofThe Wildcats' offensive line
downs
thus far.
fense aside from shifting a few
averages 6 feet 2 inches, ~40 pounds
·Because the Knights came so close while the defense averages 6 feet 4
f8miliar players to different positions.
to beating the Wildcats last year, -inches, 225 pounds.
· The lone Knight scoring in last
Weir feels that there are many players
Also, B-CC will have an advantage
on the team going into ·tomorrow of coming off their fourth straight
week's game. came early in. the first
night's game with a lot of confidence. win, a 27-24 thriller over Delaware
quarter when senior linebacker Bill
Nevertheless, 'he goes into the contest State. Th~ Wildcats' record · now
Giovanetti intercepted a weakly
with much respect for this Division I· stands at 4-1.
thrown pass from Valdosta quarter·
AA power.
back James Owens and returned it 20
The B-CC offense is led by· the
"They are a very strong and a very rushing attack of_ Mike Revell and
yards for the score. It was all Blazers
the rest of the way as they breezed to
big team," Weir said. "We want to Ron McGahee. Revell, a 6-foot
play Bethune, it's a great rivalry and 2-inch, 205-pound ]ialfback is
a 13-7 victory.
Although the defense, led by we enjoy it. In order for us to beat averaging 4.9 yards per carry. After
Giovanetti and senior tackle Mike them we've got to play a very inspired five games Revell has rushed for 409
Sommerfield, kept the game within game and if we want to beat them yards in 83 carries for six
touchdowns. He ·i_s backed by
we've got to play above our heads."
reach. The effort was in vain as the of·
McGahee,
a 5-foot ll-inch, 215-pound
The Wildcats are the home team
fense was again unable to capitalize
fullback.
McGahee averages 4.5
on any possession. Weir admitted tomorrow night in the T·Bowl before
yards
per
carry.
that a major _problem in the offense what could be the largest crowd of the
·
B-CC, page 14
has been a lack of protection for the season for the Knights.

Ultimate Knights

Frisbee gaining notice
by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

Ultimate. Webster defines it as "extreme or utmost,"
but to several frisbee fanatics at UCF it mea~s
something totally different.
The Ultimate Knights are a.group of students who enjoy playing a fairly ·new sport which is played on a football field, but has constant action similar to soccer or
basketball. One team, consisting of 7 players, throws the
frisbee in a fashion similar to a kick-off in a football
game. The receiving team must throw and catch the
frisbee until it reaches the opponents' end zone. However, ·
a player may not run with the frisbee and if he drops it,
the other team takes possession. Once a team reaches the
end zone.it wins a point. The contest is over at 18 points.
The 25-meinber club practices three days a week on a
relaxed and informal basis. Fancy catches, trick throws,
and aerial acrobatics highlight the practices, but once
game time comes it's serious business.
The Knights play games against club teams, teams
from other schools, and even teams from other states.
There are approximately 13 teams in Florida. Recently
participating in a tournament were teams from .North
Carolina, Alabama, and Atlanta.
The team is still looking for both male and female
members. Although no special skills are required, if is a
good idea for prospeetive players to practice tossing and
catching frisbee.
Player Randy weiss summed up the mood of the club, "I
have always enjoyed playing frisbee, and it gives me a good
reason to exercise.''

Defense is a big pait of lntimate Frisbee

Andy lol)g/Future
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B-CC-----------------from page 13

Coaeh Jim Rudy discusses strategy during halftime

Eileen Samelson/Future

UCF men's soccer team

The big key will be the effectiveness of Revell. "He has to play a
significant role because in the last·
two ball games he has rushed for
over a 100 yards," B-CC head coach
Dr. Bobby Frazier said. "And when
you have a running back that can
get that kind of yardage, it does a lot
for your passing game."
The Wildcats use a rotating
quarterback system .. Three quarterbacks share the playing time.
C.B. Collins has been the m~t
complete quarterback. Collins is 10
of 27for198 yards passing with four
· touchdowns. But Collins can also be
mobile. Last week he ran the ball for
29 yards on eight carries.
The arm of B-CC is Bernard
Hawk, a 6-foot 2-inch, 180-pound
freshman. Hawk has passed for over
380 yards this season without an in·
terception. The third passer is David.

Jones. A 6-foot 3-inch, 185-pound
senior, Jones possesses the ability to
see over the defenses with his height
. and experience.
"In the 'past, we've been using a
two quarterback system and it's
been good to us so we're gonna continue with it," Frazier said. "But
which two I'm not sure at this

continues winning streak
by Jose A. Fajardo
Futl!re sports

The UCF's men's soccer team
pulled out a thriller last Sunday at
the . Tangerine Bowl beating National Association of Intercollegiat.e
Athletics Champions Quincy Col
1e.ge 1-0.
.
UCF leading scorer, Rony Francois, tallied the solo goal off' an
assist from Eddie Rodriquez with
just 46 seconds left in the game.
"It was a great game," UCF
defender Gene O'Brien said. "Both
teams came out to play soccer. It
would've been a great game no mat-

ter who had won. It just so happens
that we did, and that made it taste
sweeter.''
Rick Bra tincevic conducted a
goolkeeping clinic making 22 saves
to record the tmm's fourth shutout.
With this victory, the Knights run
their unbeaten streak to six, lifting
their record to 5-1-1.
. The Knights will try to extend
their streak to seven tomorrow when
the men's soccer team takes on
Eckerd College at Eckerd.
Meanwhile, the Women's Soccer
team remained undefeated after

Soccer, page 15

p~int."

Darryl Crane is the top pass
receiver for . B-CC. The senior is
averaging 14.5 yards per catch.
The Wtldcats will be looking to offset the Knights defense by mixing
their strong rushing attack with
their ever dangerous passing threat.
Defensively the Wildcats are a
slower unit than last year's. With
the graduation of Reese, the
Wildcats have left themselves with
an open gap that will be hard to fill.
Curtis Van Norton, Lee Williams,
Reno Patterson and Errol Laster are
still a tough defensive line. It will be
strength against strength on the
line.
·
One thing for certain, Frazier and
the B-CC Wildcats won't be taking
the game lightly despite the
Knights' 0-4 record.
"I think it's gonna be an open attack," Frazier said. "It all depends
on what the defense dictates for us
to do. UCF has a great ballclub and
coaching staff.
"It's just the fact that they
haven~t been able to put it together
yet. We expect a great ballgame
from them because it will be a plus
for them to knock us off being 4· 1
while they're 0-4," Frazier
predicted.

B-CC's- coach Bobby Frazier

St~-H.

VISIT THE
KNIGHT'S TABLE
LUNCHEON BUFFET!

KllPlAN

Educational Center
There IS a difference!!!

course

LSAT
Enjoy your - ~.~~~

. GRE

favorites:;~~:~

'

* SALAD BAR

GMAT

* VEGETABLES

Oct 1·1th
· Nov..4th
Nov.10th·
Dec.6th

2238 Winter Woods Blvd ..
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec Ctr

*SOUPS
ASSORTED SANDWICHES
DESSERTS
BEVERAGES

*
*

Class Starting

We reserve the rlghl to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

*

678-8400
· Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico, Toronto, Canada & Lugano, Switzerland

ALL YOU CAN EAT $3.95
11 A.M. to ·2 P.M. Monday-Friday

Su_
N YouR BuN RAFFLE WINNERS
(WHo HAVE NoTCLAIMED PRIZES YET!!!)

CoME To K1osK MoN. FROM 11-1 OR CALL 282-3664

Those on a limited time for
lunch will enjoy ·this new buffet
feature . . Eat lunch at your pace
at ·a price you can afford!

HAPPY HOUR
''3 for l''
WEDNESDAYS 5-6 p.m.
Knight's Table Restaurant
Y2 mile South of UCF at
Alafa a Trail and Colonial Drive

CLIFTON N1Y

SUE CESLOW

MIKE RODRIGUEZ

ERIC THEO I ECK

MARK WAGNER

JoE McGAHEY

CRAIG ANT

JENNY WALDEN

L . SAGUES

JULIE HAYES

Ros STR£CKLAND

DAN TREDER

NANCY STIRLING

PETE DIETZEL

Bos SHIRLEY

SUSAN BARGER

TERRI SELLNER

MAIT POWERS

Suzi ·CHANDLER

MARLA GRASSGROW

MARCY LEVER

STEVE BREAKER

KAREN MARDIROSIAN

TIM HANKEE

JACKIE GLAZER

DouG Sw ANSON

JEFF HUDSON

AND.REA LEBOR

MARK GEARY

MARGARET RUFF

JAMES GARNER

Scorr CAsKo

MARK GORREL

0

BILL NICHAUS

CHRIS HOWARD

KIM ARRINGTON

RANDY WILLIAMS

MARK GLICKMAN

DAVE BARRETT

BILL FREEMAN

Bos REINEKE

T.C. HEATH

TIM FRAZER

GEORGE CL.~RK

KEVIN BARNHILL

MICHELLE BRAVOCHA

DONNA BROWN

JANA WELDEN

ANTHONY LoDo

GEOGE McGowAN

MoLLY McKINNON

SARAH LINDAHL

TROY DERA

SHELLI EDWARDS

Bos BROBST

C.C. LEWIS

JIM JUNNA
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Sports Briefs
...

The UCF baseball team is now accepting applications for bat girls.
The application forms can be picked
up in coach Jay Bergman's office in
Ibom 204 of the Recreational Services· Building, or in the cafeteria on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12 to
1:00 p.m..
.
The deadline is Oct. 22 and selections will be made the following
week.

For further information contact
Bergman at 275-2261, or Jamie
Weber or .C ammie Wolf at 282-2548.

•••

Th~ annual intramural singles and

doubles tennis tournaments will be
held on consecutive weekends this
month on the UCF courts. Singles

action for men and women will begin
Friday evening and conclude on
Saturday, Oct. 15 and 16. The
men's, women's and mixed doubles
tournaments will be held on Oct. 22
and 23 .
These events are open to all UCF
students, faculty and staff except
varsity tennis players. Entries are
due at the Office of Recreational Services by Oct. _14 for singles and Oct.

21 for doubles. For more information
call 275-2408

• ••

The UCF Women's Volleyball
Team won its match against rival
Rollins College 15-9, 10-15, 15-9 last
Monday to bring its record to 6-6.
This weekend the Lady Knights will
participate in the Florida State In.Vitational in Tallahassee.

· Soccer--rro~ page 14

College Students!
Valvol"ine Oil and
Malibu Grand Prix

CRegularly priced at
a $1.65 each). Malibu
t
Grand Prix ... where
have teame d-up 0
. you can race a Virage
Onng you a super
Formula Race Car around
lap deal. Just bring
M/.lueuoR/.IN0Pn1x
a grand prix course and
in your current college
,.,,.,,,,.•n,.,,
test your driving skills against
I. D. and your valid driver's
our computerized timing system!
license to Malibu Grand Prix and you can
Check out our enormous selection of video
games!
-,1,, 1,,,,,,,.,,., ... 1........................ , 1 ........... ,.. , .......... , ............ , .................1, .... , ..... ,
purchase Virage racing laps at a $1.35 each·

The "Haitian $ensation" ...
destroying the visiting University
of Florida, 9-0. The victory upped
the Lady Knights record to 3-0-1.
Laura Dryden scored the winning
first goal. She went on to also score
two more to complete her threepoint hat trick.
The other UCF scores came from
Nancy Lay--who scored twice-Mary Varas, Kris Caicedo, Michelle
Sedita and Sue Mortberg.
Kim Wyant and Amy F·ord had an
easy time in the net as they both
shared the Knights' third shutout.
The women's soccer team will
travel to St. Petersburg to play the
Pinellas All-Stars in an Exhibition
match tomorrow at 1 p.m .

r~--------~-----------------,·
I FR££ VIRAG£ LAP
:

1
:

This coupon is good for° 1 free Vi rage lap when

I
I
I
I · ·
E
I . VALVOLIN

v

·

you purchase 3 laps at the c0llege student rate.
Valid driver's license and college student I. D.
required. First time drivers must purchase a
photo-racing license. One coupon per
customer.
oRLANoo
·
Coupon expires

12/31/~2

Valvoline Oil Company. Lexington. Ky. Division ol Ashland 011. Inc.

5901 American Way
Orlando, FL 32809

•

J1!\liu
c:RAND PR1x •

MALIBU FUN CENTER.

L----------------------------~

. .·.Forward Rony Francois

Abused children
are helpless.
Unless you help.
Write: National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse.
..
e Box 2866. Chicago. 111. 60690

"'fl

A Pubhc Service of This Newspaper
& The Advert ising Coun cil ~'

1
1

THE FUTURISTIC JOURNEY

STARTS TODAY!!

I
I
I
I
I
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The American
Economic System.

. VETERANS WANTED

We should oll leom mote about it

"Put your education and prior service to use...The
Navy Is currently offering immediate openings
and training programs which include early
managerial and tech'1ical re~p~nsibHities.

ALI BABA'S
RESTUJ~ANT

llUALIFICATION$: Minimum BS/BA degree or be

. within one year of graduation. Maximum age 34.
'U.S. citizenship required.
.

Ff,nest in Middle Eastern Cuisine
Specialtie$ Include:

BENEFITS: Starting salary adjusted for years of

. prior service, 30 days paid annual vacation,
medical, dental, increased life insurance, •nd ex·
cellent tax advantages. Increased dependents'
benefits and training programs included.

• Shish Kabab
• Grape Leave

PR'()CEbURES: For more information, send

Ql

,______

~

'

8

resume and transcriots to: .
VETS (Code 70)
3974 Woodcock Dr.
Jacksonville, .FL 32~07

Free

ug~
'· Univ. Blv.d-:__
. _

.
-

6574 University Blvd.
677-4495 Ca~l On Us Today.

• Kifta Kabab

• Ouzy

• Shawarma

Univ. Commerce

~

....,....L-------1>--- - - + - - ~

~;:r
(314 mile from 436)

GENERAl Foods·
INTERNATiONAl CoffEES

One Sample Pack with five deliciously
different on~-cup servings.

Gr N~ RAl ~oods ·
INH-r~NA rioNAl Coffn:s

Gratis

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

Bap/5Uccino

ITAllAN STYLE INst ANl COFF!::E BfVEAAGE

ON[. CUP SlHVING

GENERAi Foods ·
INTFnNArioNAl CoffEEs

.GratuitSmooth and light, French style.

~Al!NC>f STYLE ~l'ANT COR'£E BEVERAGE

ONE

cul' srnw. 1.

OrnmAl Foods·
INrrnNArioNAl CoffEEs

Kostenfrei

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

Cffa/13~

AUST!llAN S'TYLE INSTANT COFF!Ot. B~VEAAGE

ONf

cur Sf1W 1M;

0fNEJ~Al ~oods

INn HNAr ioNAI CoffEE s

Saor.

'JrisbJ\lfochaJYfint
!RISH STYLE rNSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE
~

~ ··~

Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

Of NE r~Al foods
INnr~NArioNAl Cofft::f°'I

Gratis
Rich and chocolatey Swiss.

Stllsse Mocna
SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

p
'JNf I.Il l' ')( HI/ ;,,,

I~------~-------------~
· The University Bookstore, student Services Building
·
I
HAS YOUR FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS®INTERNATIONAL I
I COFFEES.
CLIP THIS COUPON AND HAVE A TASTE ON US.
I
I . Limit-one request per customer. Sample packs are available dt your c•DI·
college bookstore while supplies last. This offer expires December 15,
L..,
I
I 1982.
•1111•1.'
pack Is not available at your college bookstore,
I
I sendIf sample
coupon, along with your name and address, printed on a
3" x 5" card, to General Foods® International Coffees Sample
I
I Pack
Offer, P.O. Box 4051, Kankakee. Ill. 60902.
I
.
1·
• FREE
.
FREE •
111Muuo001

---------------------© GeneralFoodsCorporation1981.

s
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The forum of ideas for the UCF community

Apathy wins out

Pegasus pushed to extiriction
Finally, a breath of sanity from Student Government
about the university yearbook. There won't be one this year,
and that's good news to anyone who pays Activity and Service Fees.
The yearbook, titled Pegasus, has a track record slightly
better than the winged wonder of ancient mythology itself.
The ill-fated publication lost $10,000 last year, $10,000
the year before and was slated for a similar fate this year.
Out of a ·student population of more than 13,000, _the
Pegasus sold somewhere betwee~ 150 and 200 copies last
year, making it the least popular annual next to the International Lint Pickers Almanac.
Student body President Tico Perez has decided to stop
production on this year's edition. Thankfully the students
have been spared another waste of their ASF dollars.
·
So the Pegasus goes the way of its equine namesake. In a
way it's ironic. The first Pegasus died when a man stopped
believing and caring about myths.
UCF's yearbook died because SG has finally stopped
believing in a fantasy; the fantasy that the students of this
university care about a yearbook.

Stirling an excellent choice'
for senate adviser post
When Matt Weber became student body vice president
one of the most intelligent moves he made was to appoint
Bob Larr to the position of legislative adviser.
Larr was responsible for advising the senate on
technical aspects such as the correct procedure for amending legislation and the proper way to present bills.
He fulfilled these duties quit.e well. Without qualifica·
tions Bob Larr was the best man for the job.
Larr resigned this week for personal reasons and Weber
was forced to find a replacement-a person to fill some
big shoes.
Then Weber inade another one of his most intelligent
moves. He appointed .Nancy Stirling to fill the post.
Stirling is by far the most qualified person for the job.
She was an excellent and caring senator and will make a
superior senate adviser.
All that remains now is for the senate to confimi Stirling's appointment by a two-t~rds majority. When they
do this, the senators will have taken an important step in
e'nsuring the smooth, efficient government UCF students
need.

-·Letters.......................
Pot legalization idea is ludicrous
thinking, or lack of thinking,
Editor:
Regarding the guest about legalizing marijuana
editorial. of Wayne Starr, I because no matter how
really can't believe the many laws we pass to make
simple-minded logic of some i't harder to smoke, people
people. Wayne wants to are going to do it anyway.
legalize marijuana and
Why stop with marijuana,
have it sold in drug stores and
what about rape? There are
pharmacies.
laws all over the place to
Then here comes the make rape illegal, but people
simple-minded thinking--all do it anyway. How about
this because "not only could
every citizen receive a free
college education,"but Uncle Sam could make
megabucks by growing the Editor:
I was pleasantly surprised
weed, and then we would
have to pay less taxes to . to see the pro-pot editorial in
keep our representatives in · the Future Oct. 1 ("Pot's
continued illegality is 'reefer
riches every year.
madness' ").
Hey, with this piece of
This being a conservative·
thinking why stop with pot? ly oriented campus, and
Let's sell the hard stuff over with the hassling of some
the counter also. Let's sell it students by the redneck cop
at football games for cheap a few weeks ago, I almost
and fast halftime entertain- wouldn't have expected it.
ment.
It's all too easy to forget
· Why stop with drugs? Let that about 40 percent of all
the government sell nuclear college students smoke pot,
weapons to all the third many of whom are aspiring
world countries. At only a journalists, business people:
billion bucks a bomb, we lawyers, etcetera. They are a
could have our national debt part of a perfectly respecpaid off in no time. Talk table subculture that
about a chicken in every pot, numbers 20 to 25 million.
Unfortunately,
not
every sweet chick I know
will be into pot.
enough of them care to go inThen there's the asinine to politics. The pot laws, of

murder, theft and running
the red light? To people who
think like this, anarchy is
the highest form of personal
freedom.
If these dough heads want
to legalize pot, t~ey had bet·
ter have a better excuse.
Lynn R. Svedin

Pot legalization necessarycourse, are handled by people who don't smoke pot.
Even by using the most
twisted logic, that doesn't
make much sense, and it's
grossly unfair.
As Mr. Starr pointed out
last week, pot probably
won't be legalized in our
lifetime and that certainly is
a shame. I'm tired of
organized crime making .
millions of dollars off the
marijuana industry. And my .
toking cop friend is tired of
wondering when he '11 be·
found out and kicked off the
force.
I guess there's some slight
benefit, though, for pot
smoking being illegal; It's
more fun this way.
Jeff Kerwin

Letter Policy ·
Lett.ers to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters ·should
not exceed 250 words and
must be signed with the
writer's
phone
number.
Na.Ines are withheld upon
r~uest. All letters are sub·
ject to editing.

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

•
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No loss· by flood . and
lightning, no destruction of ·
cities an.d temples by the'
hostile forces of nature, has
deprived man of so many no·
hie lives and impulses as
those which his intolerance
has destroyed.
Helen Keller
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I would like to thank the
UCF police department for
their excellent work in
recovering the four-foot
statue of a lion that was
stolen from the front of the
SAE fraternity house on
Sept. 25. The lion was found
the following evening, when
an officer spotted a pick-up
truck unloading the lion in
front of the UCF Library.

This p11hlic document was promulgat ed at an annual cos t of $79.<HXJ ur :i.:t
fll!r copy to inform th e uniuersity co mmunity. Annual ad1•ertisi11f.{
rr•1•e1111 11 of $50..560 defravs 6.'1.9 perce11t of the annual cos t.
Opi11io11 s expressed
tir e Future are those of th e editor or th e lt'riter and
li e: / nec:es.o;arily th ose of th e Uniuersity B oard of Publicatic111 s ur 1/w cul·
mi11istratir:11.
7111• Future is fund ed partially thruu!{h th e Acitit•ity and Seruice Fl'<'
11fTocat1•cl by Studellf Got emm ent of th <' Uni11c> rsity of Central Ff~i rirla.

i;,

.

UCF police commended for lion's recovery

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Offices located on Libra Drive
Editorial: 305 275-2601 Business: 305 275-2865
n• 111 .~

.

After chasing the vehicle,
thrre members of the Pi Kappa

Alpha fraternity were apprehended. The offense
that had been committed
was a felony, grand theft, as
the cost of the lion was $350.
Criminal .charges were not
filed by SAE. Due to the
seriousness of the crime, the
punishment would have
been very severe.
I hope that this ·incident
will be a deterrent to anyone
I

planning a similar actic..:i in
the future. The next time,
charges will be filed against
anyone perpetrating such an
action.
One~ again, I would like to
thank the UCF police for
their cooperation arid
sincere concern for th~
students on campus.
Ted Valle
President
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
•more letters on page 18
·., .. : • . ·.,,. ~~
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Lebanon nothing new in Israeli fight to fulfill prophecy
Editor:
The editorial in the Future Sept.
24 was quite puzzling, if not suprising. The theme of the editorial was a
sugge~tion ·for the United States to
rethink - her support of Menachem
Begin Government.
The stand of Mr.Griffin is obvious. In· a nutshell, his viewpoint is
that the U.S. and Israel are two
great free nations which are
_separated .from other non-free na-

tions because of "national c·onscience."
Accordlng to Griffin, Menachem
Begin is a deviation from Israel's
true image, character and conscience. Griffin's conscience was
shocked because "the Palestinians
who were massacred were not ter-·
rorists, -guerillas or commandos but
old men. woinen and children."
ObViously Mr. Griffin's type of
conscience won't be hurt if the

I----------------------~----,
$7:~p1us1axl
I
Special 16" Cheese&. Pepperoni Pizza $5.95(p1us1axJ Regularly

i
I
:
~

·

~

LERMO'S PIZZA
3408 Aloma Ave.

~~~ "PhoneAhead-EatlnOrTakeOut"

·
explresto/ 31182

~c
~ ~
\\'}· 1

Mo~.

- Thurs. 11 AM -_10 PM
. Fri. & Sat.11 AM-11 PM

~
1

678-2720

i
I
:

I
I

---~-------------~----~-~---

Mr. Griffin, the incident in
Palestinian
(so
called)
t.errorists,guerillas or commandos, Lebanon is merely an upholding of
who are justly claiming only their in- Israel's racial heritage of massacre.
herent, inviolable rights were Lebanon is not the exception at all.
massacred. The puzzle to me is Naive Americans like you never
whom Griffin is trying to befool-- probe into the real perspective.
Why are the Jews in Lebanon?
himself or his readers.
The
Old Testament gives the
If he now suggests that his beloved country should analyze its sup- crystal clear answer: ''Every place
port of these nations that do not ac- where on the soles of your (Israel's)
cept American concept of "human feet shall tread shall be yours; from '
rights and dignity of all the people," the wilderness and Lebanon, from
would Griffin do us a favor? I would the river, the river Euphrates, even
certainly appreciate if Griffin can in- unto the uttermost sea shall your
form the readers as well as me of any coast be." (Deuteronomy, 11:24)
To Mr. Begin and his people
period of Jewish history when they
accepted such concepts of universal Lebanon is a part of God's promise
to them. Begin and Ariel Sharon are
rights and dignity.
If now the U.S. should analyze its competing to become the hero in the
support of such nations, it should struggle of fulfilling their God's prohave been analyzed long before phecy. So, actually, Begin and
when the U.S. was betrothed to the Sharon represent the true spirit of
unconditional, eternal bond with Old Testament· Jewish ancestry-Israel. America's hand is not clean · striving hard to fulfill their god's
promise while maintaining the true
anymore, if it ever was.
Old Testament characteristics of
obstinancy, belligerence and unparalled disobedience to God, arrogance and ~trocity.
How clean is the hand of the
United Stat.es Mr. Griffin? Let me
save that for lat.er.

You lllay_knolV us

for our software programming
on the Space Shuttle's
communications system.

We're Computer Sciences Corporation.
If your talents, skills and education encompass the
computer software, hardware or communications ·
technologies, you should get to know us better.
As the computing partner with NASA, we
programmed and developed the launching of the
Space Shuttle. And we designed its global
communications network.
We'll create, program and impleme.n t the software
and hardware for man's first telescope in space,
carried aboard the Shuttle.
We handle equally ·awesome challenges on Earth_
i....inking America's defense communications.
Designing business systems for corporate America.
Our clients range from the smallest businesses to
Fortune 500 sized corporations both domestically
and overseas. We're Computer Sciences ·
Corporation.
We'll be on campua -~0/20
_/_8_2____
(see your placement office for details)

The- problem solvers. Talk to us.
C9mputer Sciences Corporation, Corp. College
Relations, 650 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, CA
90245.
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Non-voters send
clear message
to student senate
~

Editor:
. I would have called yoµr art.icle,
"98 percent cast metaphorical vote
of no confidence in SG elections."
Your headline read, "2 percent
turnout mars SG elections" (Future
Sept. 24). I recognize your right to
attach your opinions to your
newspaper, that's what freedom of
the press is all about. However,
_since my fees support the Future, I
wish to be heard. ·
A 98 percent voter non-turnout is
a mandat.e from the students. The
two percent turnout is the finest
thing that ever happened to the Stu- dent Government. Nonvoters are
not apathetic. They failed to vot.e
because they feel that SG is a farce.
Voting only encourages the sham. .
I think I will run for SG next time.
· My platform will be "Abolish SG;
return SG fees to the students." I .
bet more than two percent would
turn out.
Theresa Valek

Aye, There's the rub
Editor:
Alas, methinks the fans of UCF,
should their METAL be test.ed,
would find it a bit dinged and perhaps
inclined to rust a bit. One's METTLE, on the other hand, is far less
likely to suffer the slings and arrows
of outraged grammar!
A fan indeed

IGNORING
UNEMPLOYMENT
WON'T
MAKEITGO

csc
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
.
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Get to knolV us better.
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Spanky

by

Dear Fellow Students,
Cart
Last Thursday, the UCF Faculty
Jazz Trio was featured in a recital
.M cKnight
right here on campus. Although the
recital was well attended, I'm sure
that many students on campus are .
not aware of the informal recitals
that are given eve~ Tuesday and . I ~
Chp this ad and use 1t to get $1.00
Thursday at noon lil the Rehearsal I ~
off on any purchase at either
Hall across from the Arts and I 0
.
Sciences building.
I
~
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These recitals are free to the I
public, and the music is quite good. I
In addition, they provide an en- :

c
=

;

~~~~~1~~~nge of pace in the middle I · ~
I think it is very important that
we appreciate and take advantage of
the cultural opportunities provided
here on campus. For most of us, at
no other time in our lives will such
events be so easily accessible.
The Student Advisory Committ;P,e
to the Music Depart~ent

-

ood Deal
record c~.)

•·factory O~tlet Mall, Orlando
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SPECIAL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS* BANQUETS
*WIRE SERVICE

Uiri~?:?::J

10% Student
. Discount with
Student 1.0.

7480 University Blvd, University Square
Orlando, Florida 32807 .

for sale

help wanted

Mature ·nonsmoklng male to share nice 2br. in Oviedo. $130 & 1h utes. 3~6218.

Dinette table with leaf and 2 chairs - $40.
Call X3358 or 331-6252 after 4 PM.

OVERSEAS JOBS · Worldwide selections. Act
now. Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-FL4, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Room avail. to female in pool, tennis apts.
Kit. priv. Share bath. $150/mo. & 1 mo. dep.
6n-7432.

Large country estate, 5.6 acres, 252
producing orange trees. Beaut. -stucco
house, 3200 sq. ft., 31h yrs. old , 20x32 ft.,
great rm. w/. stone fireplace. 3 lg. bdrms., 3
bths., 12x60 all cedar porch partially
. screened. Separate al l-cedar bldg ., 1100
sq . ft. containing guest house w/l iving rm.,
bdrm., kitchen & bath & workshop. Lg . yd .
w/ oaks & magnolias. Owner must retire due
to illness. $200,000 with terms. 349-5921 and
6n-6613.

Wanted: female to share duplex 3-bdrm.
with 2 other. Low expenses. 282-6895 after 6
& all day on weekends.

Student Rate: .
50 cents per line .

(!LASSIFIED

roommates

Wanted : female roommate to share 3.b edroom/2-bath home. $150/month and 113
utilities. Call Valli or Sarah at 628-3706.

•

2

I

COUNTRY.FLORIST

(excluding wire service)

Deadline:
Monday at Noon·

0

Lyricist-vocalist seeks serious musicians for
collaboration on original works & demo
tapes. 298-2312.
Mature live-In househelper/nanny needed
by single parent. Room & board paid for.
Part-time. Box 421, Sanford, 322-2319.
MENJ - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American . Foreign. No experience required . Excellent pay. World·
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send $3
for information. SEAFAX, Dept. C-5, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, WA 98362.

services
Need rooms painted? Get a two-year loan
and call professionals or call me! I'll do i
quickly, reasonably, and perfectly. Starts at
$25/rm., your paint.
678-5898, 4-9 PM, Jeff.
For your INSURANCE needs, call Rudy
Morales, your Al Williams Insurance Agent
attending UCF. 305-574-3790.

Single To Single Contacts
Meet the right people 1tor you)
Call AAA Introductions, 299-1300.

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
Female nonsmoker wanted to share BRAND
Park Manor, $59,800.
offering legal and medical referral, counNEW TOWNHOUSE (2/21h) with 2 others. Rent BIG 4-brm. 2-bath, fam. room, ctrl. air,
seling, hot line with trained members &
to 1 girl for $165 or 2 girls for $98.75 ea. (in· double garage. Seller pay costs for best
special activities. For information call 843cludes bedroom, private half bath, washer new financing or assume existing mor·
& dryer). Located 1 mi. from UCF. Call tgages. LOWEST PRICED 4-bdrm. In Park Attendant wanted for handicapped male 2750.
UCF student. Some nursing exp. required.
' Shannon or Karen at 281-0374 anytime, or Manor. 273-3143.
Possible live-In arrang-ements. Free room & ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
leave message with Jan at 273-0990 or 273TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
6528.
.
board as part of salary. Ph. 894-m5.
PARK MANOR - $1500 DOWN
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Cozy & nice 3-bdrm., air, screen porch, lg.
Are you looking for a place to share? I have yd . Seller pay costs to refinance or assume 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '·· Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Avenue .
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422many people who have apts. who need present mortgage. JUST $39,900. 273-314~.
0606; or foll free 1-800-432-8517.
roommates Immediately. Call Jan, 273-0990
or 273-6528 after hours.
Opel Manta, 1974, body and engine In
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full .time. Term ABORTION · SERVICES, birth control lnforgood condition, automatic, AC, runs
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. matlon, pregnancy tests and counseling .
Are you fun? Easy to get along with? Do you good, 30-35 mpg, $1600. Call Nick, 282-1141
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc. and VD screening, low cost, confidential serenjoy sports and parties but yet can still be Monday - Friday after 6 PM.
edlting Included. Reasonable. Call Bea, vices.
serious about school? Well, you might be
Central Florida Women's
the person I'm looking for to.share a 2-bdrm. Texas Instrument Business Analyst-II financial 678-1386.
Health Organization
2-bth duplex 1 mile from school! Split rent & calculator, $25. Samsonite brlefcase-5",
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
$25. Vltamaster exercise bicycle like new,
utilities. 275-3241or671-3112, Tom .
898-0921
$120. Call weekends or evenings. Bill, 273- Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Roommate wanted, female to share wi 2349.
Term papers, .theses, dissertations, research
male & female. 3-bdrm. · home, furn. w/
phone. Cable, HBO, µse of tennis courts. Trek bicycle 12-speed model 613 1981. papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. FulHime
Near UCF. $160/mo. & 112 utll. Call 275-0025 Bought brand new in May 1982, paid $380.
:.;taff, all have colleg'e deg'rees. 24-hf. turnHas accessories like new condition. David
before 9 AM & after 7:30 PM.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t · Gamble, Haystack E 11421-C Apt. C. $300. around avail. 671-3007.
Must see! Phone 2n-2125.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs .
1----------------~ experience at low rates. Call DAY .or

typists

•

for rent

Apt. for rent across from UCF. 2-bed., 1-bth.
Avail. immed. Ph. 275-3439.
Duplex for rent, UCF/Univ. Hills on Alafaya Tr.
2-bdrm. 2-bath, new unit, air cond., kitchen
appllcances, mini blinds, quiet. Are $380
unfurnished, $450 furnished . No pets. 2931934.

273-561 0
UNIVERSITY VILLAS

lost & found ·

Lost - New Jersey driver's license belonging
to: Michael D. Ryan, 30 Sophie Ave., West
Miiford, NJ 07480. Presumably lost along
bike trail on Alafaya Trail to UCF. If found ,
please return to holder at 2555 Alafaya Trail
1Apt.107, Orlando or call (305) 282-9406, ·

1

•

Furnished & Unfurnished $235-S269
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

1------------------J

personal

To everyone in Norcross-especially the
cleanery:
·
T. Tegeder's obnoxious nature has finally
paid off. Save a couple of beds for me and
To my sunshine, May ..this birthday be the The Fat Man. I'll even work at the Tegeder
start of something special for you.
sweatshop.
Happy Birthday.
M. Griffin
Love Always, ~artner & Friends P.S. Yankees are still the best!
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

EVENINGS, 678-4360.

Ji(8
. ~oc
·mz. .

Expert typing, term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. IBM typewriter, best rates ·1n
town . Teresa, 869-0684.
TYPING. Wiii type your papers quickly and
accurately. Call Kay, 647-7752.
TYPING for ACCURACY and appearance.
Exp. in all types of work. Materials, minor
editing Included. Close to campus. Marti,
365-6874 before 7:30 AM/after 5:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years ex
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257 . .
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST, ACCURATE,.
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 678-0241.
Typist available - will type term papers, letters, etc. I have over 10 yrs. experience as a
professional secretary. Maitland area . Coll

645-2484.

~

1

c;iznic

lndlvldual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists

Speakers ~_rvl£e
2233 LEE RD. WINI'!IH>ARK

628-0405
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CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER?

SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

Tuesday, October 12

Wllll tlli•

Students may apply to one of four courses
of study leading to the Juris Doctor degree:
• a ·three year full-time day division
• a four year part-time evening di.vision

• a four year part-time day division,
PLEAS (Part-time Legal Education
Alternative at Southwestern)
• a unique two-<:alendar year alternative curricular program, SCALE
(Southwestern's Conceptual Approach to Legal Education)
It you are interested in lea ming more about
the legal profession, the law school experience and the application process, please ·
arrange to·meet with our representative by
·
contacting

Student Placement Center
275-2361
Southwestern University School of Law has served the public-since 1911 as a nonprofit,nonsectarlan educational
Institution .Southwestern University does not discriminate on the basis of race ,color ,sex ,religion ,national or ethnic
origin , or handicap in connection with admission to the school, or In the administration of any of Its educational ,
employment, financial aid, scholarship, or student activity programs.
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Southwestern, the largest fully-accredited
law school in California, is a modem, urban
institution located in the Wilshire Center
area of Los Angeles. In the midst of major
law firms and corporate headquarters, the
University is only a few miles from state
and federal court buildings, governmental
law offices and regulatory agencies.

!'si-ot»o1=1:-~-·1
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. Los Angeles, California
A representative from Southwestern University School of Law
wi II be on campus

Open
11 a.m.
to
10p.m.

Norn
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: ~uy one package

~

at
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678-0637

• get another
: package .FREE!
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2 238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter P~rk' FL
32792

San Jose

Exec. Ctr.
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

WE'VE GIVEN BIRTH TO ANEW
FLORIDA LOCATION
N!

.
SE

(305)-678-8400
See For Yourself Why We Make The Difference

